NOTE: All courses named “EC 1XXX” automatically receive economics concentration credit (such courses are NOT listed below, they are listed in my.harvard in the economics department). The courses below are cross-listed and jointly offered that are NOT named “EC 1XXX”, but that also receive economics concentration credit.

Crosslisted Courses 2018-2019 Department of Economics

GENERAL ECONOMICS, ECONOMIC THEORY

Computer Science 136: Economics and Computation (formerly CS 186)
Fall 2018, David Parkes.

ECONOMETRICS AND QUANTITATIVE METHODS

[Statistics 100. Introduction to Quantitative Methods for the Social Sciences and Humanities]

Statistics 104. Introduction to Quantitative Methods for Economics
Fall 2018 (repeats in spring), Michael Parzen

Note: Only one of the following courses may be taken for academic credit: Statistics 100, 101, 104. Only one of the following courses may be taken for Economics concentration or secondary credit: Statistics 100, 104, 110.

Statistics 110: Introduction to Probability
Fall 2018, Joseph Blitzstein.

Statistics 123: Applied Quantitative Finance
Spring 2019, Stephen Blyth

[Statistics 170 : Introduction to Quantitative Methods in Finance]

MONETARY AND FISCAL THEORY AND POLICY; PUBLIC SECTOR ECONOMICS

Empirical and Mathematical Reasoning 20: Why Is There No Cure for Healthcare?
Fall 2018, David Cutler

HISTORY

[History 1960: The European Union: Achievements and Crises]